Communicator GO iOS 6.3.0
CHANGELOG

6.3.0 - April 21, 2021
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Send SMS messages from the SMS screen or from the extension screen
Receive SMS messages while the app is active
Sync SMS messages when entering the app
Ability to retry sending for failed SMS messages
Search existing SMS conversations
Delete existing SMS conversations
Search SMS messages per conversation
Long press on any call button to start a callback call
Add number to phone contacts from recent calls screen
Add number to phone contacts or send an SMS directly from Phone dialpad
View SMS numbers from other users on extension screens
Added option (Integrated calling) to enable or disable saving calls to system history
Added mute and delete quick actions to chats on chats list
Retry of failed chat messages
Access the app with biometric authentication
Send SMS directly from the Phone section and display the name of the user/contact when the phone
number is entered
Add unknown phone number to contacts from the Phone section
Add ability to send message to myself for note keeping
Add option to switch device for active call
App will now display the badge on your home screen with the sum of all available notifications

Bug Fixes & Improvements
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‘Callback’ and ‘My phone numbers’ have been redesigned and reworked
Chat input field size improvements as well as keyboard animation fixes
More native search on Chats and SMS sections
Chat screen is redesigned for better control over multimedia inputs
Access to the database is reimplemented granting better performance and better stability
The login screen has a new modern design
Failed chat messages will now be reported by notifications
Phone numbers and emails can now be copied from Extensions or profile screens
Minimum iOS target deployment is updated to iOS 12.0
Updated French translation
Improved the look of launch screens
Chat notifications will not be displayed anymore when the chat sync is finished
Fixed an issue where calls coming from queues were not displayed
Fixed an issue where incoming calls dropped occasionally for some users
Fixed an issue where the upload limit for files would be 1MB
Fixed an issue where system settings for autocorrect would not work on chats
Fixed an issue where dynamic conference call would not have remove option for conference moderator
Fixed an issue where the conference call screen would be duplicated
Fixed an issue where the ringback tone would not be played and improved the ringback tones localization
Fixed an issue where chats would have invalid message unread counts

6.2.0 - November 3, 2020
New Features
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100% IM push delivery rate
Pin message for single and group sessions
Added support for disabling chat through the IP PBX
Save draft messages per chat session
Added support for sharing URLs from other applications

Bug Fixes & Improvements
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Updated German translation
Updated Italian translation
Fixed an issue with parsing SIP proxy field
Improved rendering of typing indicator
Improved the login screen on iOS devices that have the notch
Banner message to indicate that the chat server is down
Improved thumbnail quality
Added support for deleting downloaded and uploaded files when user logs out
Fixed a bug where call coming from network had caller name as “Unknown”
Fixed a bug where transfer would prepend ‘1’ to the number
Fixed a bug where the SIP account would not unregister after the user would hangup
Fixed multiple crashes that would occur while app is in background
Fixed a bug where chats were duplicating while scrolling the chats list

6.1.1 - September 14, 2020
New Features
› Share images, videos and files from other apps
› Added the “scroll to the bottom” button in chat sessions
› Spanish translation

Bug Fixes & Improvements
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Added indicator that microphone is disabled on call screen
Join dynamic (instant) conferences from recent calls if the conference is still active
Improved handling of VoIP notifications
Optimized the performance when the app is fetching chat sessions and messages
Fixed a bug where files with the same name would overwrite each other
Fixed a bug where the app would crash on specific SIP call state change
Fixed a bug where in the app details version would be labeled as a beta, even though it is not

6.1.0 - August 27, 2020
Bug Fixes & Improvements
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Forward text and file messages to other groups and users
Typing indicators for single and group chat
Remove participant from group chat
German translation
Pin chat session
Fixed a bug where the first message for chat wouldn’t have the unread count view for real-time events
Fixed a bug where perform UI changes for extension on main thread

6.0.0 - April 20, 2020
New Features
› Chat
› Chat search
› File sharing
› Mute option for group chats
› Unread messages
› Chat notifications
› Support for archived users
› Presence
› Directory improvements
› French language support
› Feedback
› Call push notifications for iOS 13
› Call number routing

Bug Fixes & Improvements
› SIP Service performance and stability improvements. SIP service internal components have been rewritten
to maximize app reliability
› Meeting participants will have their meeting ID displayed when they are displayed in an audio conference
› Stability improvements in API module
› Stability improvements in UI behaviour of the app
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Conference call stability improvements
Bug fix: Transfer fails when phone number has whitespaces or other non number characters
Bug fix: Keyboard hides Call forwarding number on Dashboard
Bug fix: Codecs not configured properly after initial configuration

